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The Loaded Six Strings 

 
The versatile duo ‘The Loaded Six Strings’ offers a variety of styles and can adapt well to the 

mood of the audience.  Made up of Nathan Cole and Will Teague, both on guitar and vocals, 

their big sound is packed with tasteful lead guitar work, backing harmonies and the driving beat 

of a foot stomp box. 

The guy’s draw from a setlist which is a mash up of dancing as well as chilled music as suits the 

occasion, and features an eclectic mix of pop, rock, blues and funk from the 50’s to present day. 

Of course requests are always welcome and there are always plenty of popular songs to suit 

your needs whether you want to be up and dancing, or sitting back relaxing during dinner. 

The duo itself has been performing regularly around Sydney and it’s surrounds for over 3 years 

at venues and functions. 

Nathan has been singing for 10 years and Will for 7, and both have over 15 years playing 

experience with the guitar.  With over a decade of live experience, Nathan has performed 

regularly with a variety of professional musicians including James Parrino from Australia’s got 

Talent 2009, Alex Gibson from The Voice 2013, and Greg Byrne from the Stone Sour Festival 

2013.  He has also performed at a function for the Sydney Kings Basketball Team. 

Will has played in bands opening for the Celibate Rifles and The Porkers, as well as on Festival 

Stages following Jon English.  He has also performed in the studio for bands recorded by Rick 

Grossman of the Hoodoo Gurus, and has penned well over a hundred original songs featured in 

up to 10 albums and EP’s by bands he has played with over the last 13 years. 

Always striving to inject fun and good times into every performance, The Loaded Six Strings 

embrace the atmosphere and enthusiastically deliver songs well into the night to keep the vibe 

flowing. 

 

 

To book The Loaded Six Strings 

 

please contact Tim Densley at Absolute Infinity on 

1800 811-981 or info@absoluteinfinity.com.au. 
 


